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A WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE CONFERENCE

DEAR GUESTS,

Having established a certain tradition in the recent years, the International Conference LITERATURE, DISCOURSE AND MULTICULTURAL DIALOGUE (now at its 8th edition) intends to unite emerging scholars, as well as prestigious researchers from different fields of radical relevance for the contemporary society, a society that is supposed to secure its future not only on the economic and ecological level, but also on the spiritual one. Literature, the cultural discourse as well as the arts gain new connections and dimensions through fundamental changes and structural progress, so that the social end-results of education and research becomes extremely important. It is a fact that in our postmodern times, we live in a society of knowledge, from which we benefit directly in our everyday life, but to the risks and dangers of which we are at the same time exposed. Non scholae sed vitae discimus (We do not learn for the school, but for life) becomes a creed that every academic institution has to put into practice by means of its activities. It is essential that the path between education and research is very short, especially in academic systems. Research generates new knowledge, creates a favourable atmosphere for change, and provides people with information and data which help them to become aware of the mysteries of the universe and to make the most of their activity in all fields of knowledge. In this interesting and captivating century, to the noble mission of educating the younger generations we must also add the fruit of the efforts in research, materialized in interesting works and papers, together with ideas generated by the creative ability which ennobles the personality of the academic.

I wish to express my hope that this scientific event will take place under the most favourable auspices and that it will represent a remarkable starting point for further evolution and development in the field of knowledge. Let this international conference provide a good opportunity for us to gain and transfer knowledge, to generate new theories in the world of science – essential aspirations of any contemporary research.

Prof. IULIAN BOLDEA, PhD
President of the LDMD 8 Conference
LITERATURE – Room: A13

Moderators: Prof. Iulian Boldea, PhD, UMFST Târgu Mureș; Prof. Monica Bottez, PhD, University of Bucharest; Assoc. Prof. Dumitru-Mircea Buda, PhD, UMFST Târgu Mureș

1. Mircea A. Diaconu, Prof., PhD, „Ștefan cel Mare” University of Suceava, BUCOVINEAN HETEROTOPIES. SEQUENCES WITH THE LESSER KNOWN V. SIMIGANOVSCHI
2. Iulian Boldea, Prof., PhD, UMFST Târgu Mureș, IOAN ALEXANDRU. THE RELIGIOUS POETRY
3. Monica Bottez, Prof., PhD, University of Bucharest, QUEEN MARIE OF ROMANIA: AN ENGLISH-BORN GOOD ROMANIAN
4. Axinia Crasovschi, Prof., PhD, University of Bucharest, ALEXYEY REMIZOV: THE MEMORY FLOW OR THE LIFE IN THE "KNOTS AND TURNS"
5. Ion Popescu-Brădiceni, Prof. PhD, „Constantin Brâncuși” University of Târgu Jiu, A VERY SHORT INTRODUCTION IN ROMANIAN CONTEMPORARY POETRY (III) NICOLAE MANOLESCU, ABOUT POETRY. TWO ROMANIAN POETS: MIRCEA CĂRTĂRESCU AND LAZĂR POPESCU
6. Adriana Cazacu, Assoc. Prof., PhD, Moldova State University, AUTHENTICITY IN THE WRITINGS OF BESSARABIAN EMIGRANTS
7. Amalia Mărășescu, Assoc. Prof., PhD, University of Pitești, CROSSING FRONTIERS IN LAWRENCE DURRELL’S THE ALEXANDRIA QUARTET
8. Lavinia Similaru, Assoc. Prof., PhD, University of Craiova, SINGLE MOTHERS IN BENITO PÉREZ GALDÓS’S NOVELS
9. Luiza Marinescu, Assoc. Prof., PhD, „Spiru Haret” University of Bucharest, POEMS IN PICASSO LANGUAGE
10. Diana Panait-Ioncică, Assoc. Prof., PhD, The Bucharest University of Economic Studies, *WELCOME TO 1984. DYSTOPIAS, UTOPIAS AND MULTICULTURALISM*

11. Victoria Fonari, Assoc. Prof., PhD, State University of Moldova, *MYTHICAL THINKING - AN EXERCISE OF INTERCULTURAL DIALOGUE IN LUCIAN BLAGA’S TEXT*

12. Clementina Alexandra Mihăilescu, Assoc. Prof., PhD, Habil, „Aurel Vlaicu” University of Arad, Stela Pleșa, PhD Student, University of Craiova, *REVISING LESLEY SAUNDERS’ POETRY VIA BACHELARD’S AESTHETICISM AND KELLY’S PERSONAL CONSTRUCT THEORY*

13. Amada Mocioalcă, Lecturer, PhD, University of Craiova, Drobeta Turnu Severin University Center, *JAMES BALDWIN’S SYMPHONY OF DESPAIR*

14. Costel Ciulinaru, Lecturer, PhD, Hyperion University of Bucharest, *THE PHILOSOPHY OF HAPPINESS AT JOHN THE MERCIFUL AFTER HIS BIOGRAPHER LENTIOS OF NEAPOLIS*

15. Cristina Furțună, Lecturer, PhD, „Valahia” University of Târgoviște, *VLADIMIR STREINU AND LITERARY CRITICISM*

16. Daniela Cătău Vereș, Lecturer, PhD, „Ștefan cel Mare” University of Suceava, *WRITE ABOUT MADNESS OR THE ART OF SAYING THE NAMELESS AND THE SUFFERING OF THE OTHER IN MARGUERITE DURAS AND IN MES FOUS BY JEAN PIERRE MARTIN*

17. Imola Katalin Nagy, Lecturer, PhD, „Sapientia” University of Cluj-Napoca, *FROM REALIA TO CULTUREMES. THE PROBLEM OF CULTURE-BOUND WORDS IN TRANSLATION*

18. Irina-Ana Drobot, Lecturer, PhD, Technical University of Civil Engineering, Bucharest, *INFLUENCES ON JENI ACTERIAN’S DIARY: NAE IONESCU’S AND SOREN KIERKEGAARD’S THOUGHT*

19. Anca Bădulescu, Senior Lecturer, PhD, „Transilvania” University of Brașov, *HONOUR* BY ELIF SHAFAK, A TALE OF LOVE AND DEATH
20. Carmen Burcea, Lecturer, PhD, University of Bucharest, FROM LITERATURE TO CINEMA: PARKING. INTERCULTURAL DIALOGUE AND MIGRATION


23. Nicoleta Sâlcudeanu, Researcher, “Gheorghe Şincai” Institute of the Romanian Academy, Târgu Mureş, INTERWAR CULTURAL PARADOXES


27. Simona Olaru-Poşiar, Lecturer, PhD, „Victor Babeş” University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Timişoara, THE UNIQUENESS OF THE MENTAL UNIVERSE- THE COMPLEX WORKS OF THE GERMAN WRITER UNICA ZÜRN

28. Mihai Ion, Lecturer, PhD, „Transilvania” University of Braşov, I’M A COMMUNIST BIDDY! – A NOVEL OF DOUBLE TRANSITION

29. Maria Kozak, PhD, UMFST Târgu Mureş, EMINESCU’S INFLUENCES IN THE POSTMODERN POETIC IMAGINARY
30. Vilma-Irén Mihály, Lecturer, PhD, Sapientia, Hungarian University of Transylvania, Miercurea Ciuc, *THE MYTH OF PROMETHEUS – A BRIEF ENCOUNTER BETWEEN KAFKA AND CAMUS*

31. Daniela-Elena Duralia, Assist., PhD, „Nicolae Balcescu” Land Forces Academy, *LA DEUXIÈME GUERRE MONDIALE - UN CONTEXTE LITTÉRAIRE DES ENJEUX DANS LA VIE DES CANADIENS FRANÇAIS*

32. Maria Ionela Șupeală, PhD Student, University of Bucharest, *IOANA POSTELNICU’S MEMORIALISTIC PROSE AND HER TRAVEL AND CREATION DIARY*

33. Ioana Peană (Birk), PhD Student, „Aurel Vlaicu” University of Arad, *MIKHAIL BAKHTIN’S THEORY OF THE CARNIVAL*

34. Mihaela Airinei, PhD Student, „Ovidius” University of Constanța, *MARIN SORESCU AND THE MELANCHOLY OF THE VISUAL*

35. Ana-Maria Parasca, PhD Student, „Babeș-Bolyai” University of Cluj-Napoca, *SPECTRUM AND SPECTRALITY IN FATES AND FURIES, ARCADIA AND MONSTERS OF TEMPLETON BY LAUREN GROFF*

36. Carmen Daniela Berintan, PhD Student, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, Northern University Center of Baia Mare, *SYMBOLIST POETRY - MELANCHOLIC ASPECTS*

37. Adriana Georgiana Gavrilă (Lungu), PhD Student, University of Bucharest, *A BEGINNING. MIHAIL DRUMEȘ’S LITERARY DEBUT*

38. Adriana Moraru (Dumitru), PhD Student, „Ovidius” University of Constanța, *FEMINITY IN INTERWAR ROMANIA: BETWEEN REALITY AND DISCOURSE*

39. Amelia Tuțâi, PhD Student, University of Craiova, *MODERNISM AND SUPRAREALISM*

40. Andreea-Oana Andrușcă, PhD, „Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University of Iași, *THE CRITIQUE OF VICES. THE CONCEPT OF COMMEDIA DELL’ARTE IN MOLIÈRE’S L’AVARE*
41. Claudia Popa (Pușcașu), PhD Student, „Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu, THE LAND - FUNDAMENTAL VALUE OF THE ROMANIAN PEASANT

42. Bianca-Andreea Csala, PhD Student, UMFST Târgu Mureș, PAMPHLET - A SHORT HISTORY

43. Camelia-Sorina Dogaru, PhD Student, „Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University of Iași, ANDRE MAUROIS : UN VERITABLE BIOGRAPHE

44. Ana-Maria Nicolescu, PhD Student, University of Pitești, PARATEXTUAL ELEMENTS IN THE NOVEL PODUL DE GHEAȚĂ, BY DUMITRU RADU POPESCU

45. Ana-Maria Nicolescu, PhD Student, University of Pitești, HISTORY AS THE MAIN CHARACTER IN THE NOVEL PODUL DE GHEAȚĂ, BY DUMITRU RADU POPESCU

46. Elena-Andreea Popa, PhD Student, University of Pitești, CLASSICAL AND ROMANTIC FEATURES IN GRIGORE ALEXANDRESCU’S POETRY

47. Rodica Gotca, PhD Student, Moldova State University, THE POETICS OF HYPERFICTION IN STORYSPACE

48. Adelina-Elena Sorescu, PhD Student, University of Pitești, THE DJEBARIAN PERCEPTION OF DOMINANCE IN THE NOVEL LOIN DE MÉDINE

49. Ana-Maria Stănilă, PhD Student, University of Craiova, L’EXPLORATION DE L’EXIL AUX YEUX DE L’ÉCRIVAINE MARIA MAÏLAT ET DE SON PERSONNAGE FÉMININ, MINA

50. Georgiana Troia, PhD Student, University of Pitești, BRĂILA IN PANAIT ISTRATI’S WORKS, AN ETHOS AND TOPOS OF THE INTERCULTURAL DIALOGUE

51. Alina–Lucia Ardelean, PhD Student, „Aurel Vlaicu” University of Arad, MARK HADDON’S THE CURIOUS INCIDENT OF THE DOG IN THE NIGHT-TIME VIA SEMINO’S CONCEPT OF “MIND STYLE”

52. Anca Șerban, PhD Student, University of Craiova, THREE ROMANIAN PERSPECTIVES ON CORRESPONDENCE
53. Anca-Lavinia Țăranu, PhD Student, „Ștefan cel Mare” University of Suceava, TRISTAN TZARA – A DEBUT UNDER THE SIGN OF SYMBOLISM
54. Ancuța-Loredana Buna (Pașcan), PhD Student, UMFST Târgu Mureș, THE INNER JOURNEY IN TERASA
55. Andreea-Diana Albu, PhD Student, West University of Timișoara, SPACES OF TRANSITION IN MATEI VISNIEC’S DRAMATURGY
56. Andreia Maria Demeter, PhD Student, University of Pitești, THE PRAGMATICS OF THE NARRATIVE DISCOURSE IN JOCURILE DANIEI
57. Anuța Batin, PhD Student, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, North University Centre of Baia Mare, „ZACCHAEUS THE BLIND” – IN SEARCH OF THE LIGHT OF FAITH
58. Nicoleta-Flavia Cionte (Dan), PhD Student, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, North University Centre of Baia Mare, THE IMAGE, THE IMAGINARY AND ITS FUNCTIONS IN THE TRADITIONAL MENTALITY
59. Paula Rebeca Cozma (Drăgan), PhD Student, West University of Timișoara, REMEMBERING THE PAST IN JOSEPH SKIBELL’S A BLESSING ON THE MOON
60. Cristiana – Anca Crivăț, PhD Student, „Ovidius” University of Constanța, A SENSE OF ESTRANGEMENT IN MARGARET LAURENCE’S “THE DIVINERS” AND “A JEST OF GOD” AND IN ALICE MUNRO’S “THE PEACE OF UTRECHT”
61. Cristina Durău, PhD Student, University of Craiova, REALITY AND FICTION IN THE HISTORY OF MY LIFE BY GIACOMO CASANOVA
62. Daniela Iliescu (Pătru), PhD Student, University of Craiova, GIPSIES IN LEGENDS
63. Diana Maria Dimirache, PhD Student, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, FEMININE ARCHETYPES IN TITUS PETRONIUS NIGER’S NOVELS EPOS
64. Elena Bornea (Benza), PhD Student, University of Pitești, LANGUAGE LEVELS IN THE MOROMETES. FROM LANGUAGE TO STYLE
65. Elena Diana Buicu, PhD Student, University of Craiova, *THE SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS IN THE XIX CENTURY*

66. Emma-Mădălina Lăcraru (Neamțu), PhD Student, University of Craiova, *A TYPOLOGY OF DIGITAL AND ONLINE LITERARY TEXTS*

67. Gloria-Laura Jercău (Ghidiceanu), PhD Student, University of Craiova, *ANA BLANDIANA AND THE ARPAGIC CASE, A CONTROVERSIAL TOMCAT*

68. Ioana Anuței (Iordache), PhD Student, University of Pitești, *THE LITANY – LITERARY AND THEOLOGICAL MEANINGS*

69. Larissa Budugan, PhD Student, „Aurel Vlaicu” University of Arad, *PEARSON’S THEORY OF ARCHETYPES*

70. Luminăța Ipat (Cășuneanu), PhD Student, „Ștefan cel Mare” University of Suceava, *LECA MORARIU IN THE LIGHT OF TIME*

71. Manuela Nicoleta Stîngă, PhD Student, University of Pitești, *BATHORISM – GAMES OF LIGHTS AND SHADOWS. A PERSPECTIVE ON DEVIATIONS AND DEVIANCE*

72. Maria Petricu, PhD Student, University of Bucharest, *RECOVERING THE MEMORY*

73. Iuliana Oică, PhD Student, „Ștefan cel Mare” University of Suceava, *THE CHARACTER IN DUMITRU ȚEPENEAG’S SHORT PROSE – BEYOND THE APPEARANCES*

74. Simona-Elena Catană (Copăcescu), PhD Student, University of Craiova, *WICKED FAIRIES, FAIRIES, OLD WOMEN AND SAINTS- STRUCTURAL MYTHOLOGICAL ARCHETYPES OR IMAGINARY CHARACTERS*

75. Anca Boldea, PhD Student, University of Bucharest, *A SENSORY READER IN HIS FORTIES - GARABET IBRĂILEANU - "ADELA"*

76. Denisa Marian, PhD Student, UMFST Târgu Mureș, *THE NOVEL OF THE INNER MAN. ADELA - GARABET IBRĂILEANU (1933)*

77. Mariana Mogoș, PhD Student, „Dunărea de Jos” University of Galați, *FONTANA DI TREVI – LETIȚIA BRANEA, THE JOURNEY OF AN ENDURING HEROINE*
78. Oprica Ioana Nițulescu, PhD Student, University of Bucharest, *LIFE ON A PLATFORM - MOTIFS AND SYMBOLS*

79. Alexandra-Măriuca Cîrstea, PhD Student, University of Craiova, *THE SONNET - A PERSPECTIVE ABOUT ENGLISH AND SPANISH LITERATURE*

80. Maria-Cosmina Uceanu-Petrache, PhD Student, University of Pitești, *MAGDA ISANOS – THE FEELING OF DIVINE LOVE*

81. Nadia- Luminița Șter, PhD Student, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, North University Centre of Baia Mare, *DECONSTRUCTING THE SELF IN ION CĂLUGĂRU’S DIARY*

82. Mădălina-Elena Popescu, PhD Student, „1 Decembrie 1918” University of Alba Iulia, *A FEMININE HAMLET OR THE RE-DEFINING OF POWER RELATIONS BETWEEN GENDERS IN POSTMODERNISM (FALCA LUI CAIN BY D.R. POPESCU)*

83. Diana Dementieva, PhD Student, State University of Moldova, *LITERARY RECEPTION: A PROCEDURAL PHENOMENON*

84. Mădălina-Elena Popescu, PhD Student, „1 Decembrie 1918” University of Alba Iulia, *QUEEN MARY AND THE NEW MODEL OF GOVERNING IN MODERN ROMANIA*

85. Maria-Laura Milian (Duluș), PhD Student, University of Oradea, *OVIDIU DRIMBA – MONOGRAPH ON LEONARDO DA VINCI*
Moderators: Assoc. Prof. Luminița Chiorean, PhD, UMFST Târgu Mureș; Assoc. Prof. Anamaria Preda, PhD, University of Craiova; Assoc. Prof. Carmen Neamțu, PhD, ”Aurel Vlaicu” University of Arad

1. Adina Oana Nicolae, Assoc. Prof., PhD, Petroleum-Gas University of Ploiești, ENGLISH MORPHOLOGICAL CLASSES AS RADIAL CATEGORIES: A VIEW FROM COGNITIVE LINGUISTICS

2. Carmen Neamțu, Assoc. Prof., PhD, „Aurel Vlaicu” University of Arad, DISCOURSE IN ADVERTISING. PATTERNS OF STATEMENTS IN ADVERTISEMENTS

3. Viorica Lifari, Assoc. Prof., PhD, Moldova State University, THE CONCEPT OF ENVY IN ENGLISH AND ROMANIAN

4. Suzana Carmen Cismaș, Assoc. Prof., PhD., Hab. Dr., USAMV, ASSESSMENT RUBRICS FOR ACADEMIC REPORT WRITING IN ESP

5. Luminița Chiorean, Assoc. Prof., PhD, UMFST Târgu Mureș, LINGUISTIC AND IDENTITY PARATOPIAS (CABARET OF WORDS BY MATEI VIȘNIEC)

6. Suzana Carmen Cismaș, Assoc. Prof., PhD., Hab. Dr., USAMV, PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION VIA REPORTS

7. Diana Boc-Sînmârghităn, Assoc. Prof., PhD, „Victor Babeș” University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Timișoara, THE CURRENT LINGUISTIC LANDSCAPE IN THE TEACHING OF ROMANIAN AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE

8. Gina Aurora Necula, Assoc. Prof., PhD, „Dunărea de Jos” University of Galați, LANGUAGE, CORRECTNESS AND RULES: THE POLITICS OF ROMANIAN LANGUAGE SPOKEN IN MOLDOVA
9. Ileana Tănase, Assoc. Prof., PhD, „Valahia” University of Târgoviște, *A PHILOSOPHICAL DISCOURSE ON A BIBLICAL PARABLE*

10. Anamaria Preda, Assoc. Prof., PhD, University of Craiova and Vlad Preda, Lecturer, PhD, University of Craiova, *REMARKS ON CURRENT USAGE OF PREPOSITIONS IN ROMANIAN AND ENGLISH*

11. Camelia Alibec, Lecturer, PhD, „Mircea cel Bătrân” Naval Academy of Constanța, *PROPER NAMES’ SEMANTICS*

12. Ioana Raicu, Senior Lecturer, PhD, „Valahia” University of Târgoviște, *DISCOURSE OF EGO-ENHANCEMENT IN ONLINE SOCIAL MEDIA – A CRITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS PERSPECTIVE*

13. Ioana Raicu, Senior Lecturer, PhD, „Valahia” University of Târgoviște, *SPEECH RULES’ ARE MADE TO BE BROKEN – AN ETHICAL PERSPECTIVE*

14. Georgiana Ciobotaru, Lecturer, PhD, „Dunărea de Jos” University of Galați, *PARADIGM OF INTERCULTURAL DISCOURSE IN ROMANIAN LANGUAGE COURSES AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE*

15. Inga Druță, Assoc. Researcher, PhD, Hab., Institute of Romanian Philology „Bogdan Petriceicu-Hasdeu”, Chișinău, *VERNACULAR ERGONYMS, IN BETWEEN CREATIVITY AND IMITATION*

16. Bogdan Mihai Dascălu, Scientific Researcher II, PhD, Romanian Academy, „Titu Maiorescu” Institute of Banat Studies, Timișoara, *BANAT FOUNDERS OF THE PREPARANDIA IN ARAD*

17. Iustina Nica (Burci), Scientific Researcher II, PhD, ”C.S. Nicolăescu-Plopșor” Scientific Research Institute, Romanian Academy, Craiova, *TERMS THAT REFER TO LAND OWNERSHIP, LAND DELIMITATION, LAWS AND FISCALITY, PRESENT IN TOPOONYMY*

18. Dana-Luminița Teleoacă (Dobre), Scientific Researcher III, PhD, „Iorgu Iordan – Alexandru Rosetti”, Institute of
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Linguistics of the Romanian Academy, Bucharest, *(SEMI)PHRASAL IDIOMS IN MODERN BIBLICAL LITERATURE*

19. Andreea Pop, Lecturer, PhD, UMFST Târgu Mureș, *THE WAY WE PUT THE UNKNOWN INTO WORDS. MEDIA AND MEDICAL DISCOURSE, LANGUAGE REGULATORS AND DYSTOPIAN REPRESENTATIONS IN 2020*

20. Zsuzsanna Dégi, Lecturer, PhD, „Sapientia” University of Cluj-Napoca, *HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS' BELIEFS REGARDING EFL CLASSROOM LANGUAGE USE*

21. Alexandra-Monica Toma, Lecturer, PhD, „Dunărea de Jos” University of Galați, *EMOJIS, A KEY PART OF NETSPEAK*

22. Oxana Chira, Lecturer, PhD, „Alecu Russo” State University of Bălți, Moldova, *SOMATIC PHRASEOLOGICAL UNITS WITH COMPONENT "HEAD" IN THE ROMANIAN AND GERMAN LANGUAGES*

23. Ahmad Kareem Salem Al-Wuhaili, Lecturer, PhD, Al-Iraqia University, Baghdad, Iraq, *DEPICTING STRATEGIES OF ARAB POLITICAL APOLOGIES*

24. Iuliana Timofto, Lecturer, PhD, University of Bucharest, *FEATURES OF THE ЗА-VERBAL PREFIX IN RUSSIAN*

25. Marta–Teodora Boboc, Lecturer, PhD, University of Bucharest, *THE SPECIFICITY OF SCIENTIFIC TEXTS (EXEMPLIFICATION BASED ON THE TERMINOLOGY FROM THE FIELD OF ECOLOGY)*

26. Anca-Diana Bibiri, Scientific Researcher III, Social Sciences and Humanities Research Department, Institute for Interdisciplinary Research, ”Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University of Iași, *INTONATION VALUES OF SOME REGIONAL VARIETIES OF ROMANIAN GREETINGS*

27. Cristina Caterev, PhD, National Library of The Republic of Moldova, Institute of Romanian Philology „Bogdan Petriceicu-Hasdeu”, *THE ROLE OF BORROWINGS IN THE ROMANIAN LIBRARY VOCABULARY*

28. Roxana Maria Crețu, PhD Student, West University of Timișoara, *THE MEANING OF CHROMATIC TERMS IN EMINESCU’S PROSE PUBLISHED DURING HIS LIFE*
29. Alina-Florinela Dănilă, PhD Student, University of Craiova,
FROM METEOROLOGICAL TERMINOLOGY: ATMOSPHERIC PHENOMENA

30. Larisa-Bianca Pistol, PhD Student, „Aurel Vlaicu” University of Arad, PROJECTIONS OF METAPHORS IN BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS DISCOURSE (A CORPUS-BASED)

31. Laura Grama, PhD Student, „Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University of Iaşi, PRESUPPOSITIONS TRIGGERED BY THE ASPECTUAL OPERATOR WITHIN THE COMPLEX PREDICATE IN THE TELEVISUAL-POLITICAL DISCOURSE IN SPANISH

32. Alina Marieta Rucăreanu, PhD Student, „Ovidius” University of Constanţa, ION BUDAI-DELEANU’S CONTRIBUTION TO THE EVOLUTION OF ROMANIAN LINGUISTICS

33. Anca-Giorgiana Manta (Panduru), PhD Student, University of Craiova, PAREMIOLOGICAL ASPECTS IN THE WORK OF I. ZANNE (VOLUME IX)

34. Andra Nica, PhD Student, „Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University of Iaşi, PUBLIC READING PERFORMED OUT LOUD AND STAGING OF THE BOOK AT LITERARY FESTIVALS

35. Claudia Drăghici, PhD Student, University of Craiova, LEXICAL COMPOSITION IN THE POETRY OF MIRCEA IVĂNESCU

36. Crinela Marc, PhD Student, „Ștefan cel Mare” University of Suceava, ASPECTS CONCERNING THE TERMINOLOGY AND DEFINING OF THE VERB IN OLD ROMANIAN LANGUAGE TEXTBOOKS

37. Daniela Ispas (Petcu), PhD Student, University of Craiova, THE FUNCTIONS OF RELIGIOUS LANGUAGE

38. Camen Dimitria, PhD Student, „Ștefan cel Mare” University of Suceava, LINGUISTIC NORM AND DEVIATION FROM THE NORM IN ROMANIAN – TERMINOLOGICAL DELIMITATIONS

39. Aurelia-Loredana Alexandrescu, PhD Student, DEIXIS – A CONCEPT OF LINGUISTIC PRAGMATICS

40. Loredana Georgiana Popescu (Tomescu), PhD Student, University of Craiova, XENISMS OF SPANISH ORIGIN IN THE WORK SCRITORI STRĂINI BY G. CĂLINESCU
41. Mariana Matei (Buciu), PhD Student, University of Craiova, ON ORALITY
42. Angelica Preda, PhD Student, University of Craiova, TEXTILE TERMS IN PHRASEOLOGY
43. Sorina Pârțițu, PhD Student, „Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University of Iași, THE SYNTACTIC AND PRAGMATIC IMPLICATIONS OF IMBRICATION
44. Tatijana Petrika, PhD Student, West University of Timișoara, THE FRAMEWORK OF DANILO KIŚ IN THE HISTORY OF CENTRAL-EUROPEAN LITERATURE
45. Simona Sandu (Pîrvulescu), PhD Student, University of Craiova, CONTRIBUTIONS OF DERIVATION IN FORMING FORESTRY TERMS
46. Eugenia-Daniela Lupașcu, PhD Student, „Dunărea de Jos” University of Galați, DISCOURSE ANALYSIS OF COVID-19 REPRESENTATION IN MEDIA
COMMUNICATION, JOURNALISM, EDUCATION SCIENCES, PSYCHOLOGY AND SOCIOLOGY

Room: A15

Moderators: Prof. Teodor Pătrăuță, PhD, „Vasile Goldiș” University of Arad; Assoc. Prof. Laura Ioana Leon, PhD, „Grigore T. Popa” University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Iași; Lecturer Sorina-Mihaela Bălan, PhD, „Dimitrie Cantemir” University of Târgu Mureș

1. Teodor Pătrăuță, Prof., PhD, „Vasile Goldiș” University of Arad, THE MODERN LESSON IN THE MODERN SCHOOL
2. Odette Arhip, Prof., PhD, Cristian Arhip, Assist., PhD, Ecological University of Bucharest, „Gr. T. Popa” University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Iași, TIMIȘOARA CAMPAIGNE FOR EUROPEAN CULTURAL CAPITAL
3. Laura Ioana Leon, Assoc. Prof., PhD, „Grigore T. Popa” University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Iași, MAKING TECHNOLOGY WORK: FACE-TO FACE VS ONLINE PRESENTATIONS AS TAUGHT IN ESP CLASSES
4. Silvana Diana Stoica, Lecturer, PhD, Politehnica University of Bucharest, ON THE PLUSES AND MINUSES OF DISTANCE LEARNING – PROVIDING SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL STUDENT SUPPORT
5. Călin-Daniel Pațulea, Lecturer, PhD, „Babeș – Bolyai” University of Cluj-Napoca, PSYCHOTHEOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOPEDAGOGICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DIALOGUE BETWEEN JESUS AND THE SAMARITAN WOMAN (CF. JOHN 4, 7-26)
6. Sorina-Mihaela Bălan, Lecturer, PhD, „Dimitrie Cantemir” University of Târgu Mureș, STEAM EDUCATION - MENTORING
LITERATURE, DISCOURSE AND MULTICULTURAL DIALOGUE

PROGRAME IMPLEMENTED AT THE STUDENTS FROM TEACHER TRAINING DEPARTMENT

7. Adrian Păcurar, Lia Lucia Epure, Lecturer, PhD, "Vasile Goldiş" Western University of Arad, Assist., PhD, "Vasile Goldiş" University of Arad, COVID 19 PANDEMIC AS A STRUCTURAL FAILURE OF PUBLIC COMMUNICATION'S RESPONSIBILITY

8. Samira Cîrlig, Alin Bulumac, Scientific Researcher, PhD, Researcher, PhD, The European Centre of Ethnic Studies, Romanian Academy, University of Bucharest, A SHORT FILE: ROMANIA AND SPAIN

9. Samira Cîrlig, Narcis Rupe, Scientific Researcher, PhD, MA Student, The European Centre of Ethnic Studies, Romanian Academy, University of Bucharest, THE DEMOGRAPHIC EVOLUTION IN COUNTIES HARGHITA, COVASNA AND MUREŞ. MEDIUM AND LONG TERM CONSEQUENCES

10. Costina Sfinteş, Scientific Researcher, PhD, „Constantin Brâncuși” University of Târgu Jiu, THE RIGHT TO LIFE AS A FOUNDATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS

11. Gabriela-Maria Man, Assist., PhD, „Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu, STEREOTYPES IN MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS AND OLDER ADULTS

12. Diana Chisalita, Lecturer, PhD, „Vasile Goldiş” Western University of Arad, CONNECTIVITY WITH THE OTHER

13. Viorel Nistor, Lecturer, PhD, „Babeș-Bolyai” University Cluj-Napoca, MEDIA AND SURVIVAL: FROM INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM TO CONSTRUCTIVE JOURNALISM AND SOLUTIONS

14. Eugen-Adrian Cojocariu, PhD Student, „Babeș-Bolyai” University Cluj-Napoca, AUDIOVISUAL MEDIA CONSUMPTION AND TRUST DURING THE PANDEMIC

15. Adela Daniela Podină (Moldovan), PhD Student, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, Baia Mare Northern University Center, PHILOSOPHY AS A WAY OF LIFE. INCURSION INTO THE HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY
16. Alexandru Băltean, PhD Student, University of Pitești, THE METHODOLOGY OF SWIMMING LEARNING
17. Camelia-Alexandra Boierean, PhD Student, „Babeș-Bolyai” University of Cluj-Napoca, NORWAY – THE FIRST COUNTRY IN THE WORLD DEFINITIVELY WAIVING THE ANALOGUE RADIO TRANSMISSION. AN EXAMPLE OF GOOD PRACTICES AND THE APPLICABILITY OF A SIMILAR DECISION IN ROMANIA
19. Aurica Nicoară, PhD Student, „Ion Creangă” University of Chișinău, Moldova, THE IMPACT OF LITERATURE ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF ADEQUATE AFFECTIVE BEHAVIOR IN ADOLESCENTS
20. Cornelia Mocanu, PhD Student, „Ion Creangă” University of Chișinău, Moldova, THE SPECIFICITY OF PSYCHOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT AND LEARNING IN CHILDREN WITH MENTAL DEFICIENCY
21. Marian Ciontescu, PhD Student, „Valahia” University of Târgoviște, LEARNING IN COVID TIME - 19 AND AFTER
22. Simona-Andreea Șova, PhD Student, „Ion Creangă” University of Chișinău, Moldova, ȘTEFAN BÂRSĂNESCU: EPISTEMOLOGICAL CRITERIA NECESSARY TO WRITE THE PEDAGOGICAL CONTEMPORARY UNITY AS SCIENCE
23. Teodor-Sorin Cumpănășoiu, PhD Student, Free International University of Moldova, Chișinău, SUCCESS AND WAYS OF APPROACHING SUCCESS
24. Oana-Mălina Stoian, PhD Student, State University of Moldova, Chișinău, MOTIVATION AS AN ABILITY
25. Victor Amarandi, PhD Student, „Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University of Iași, FROM ABANDONMENT AND INSTITUTIONALIZATION TO SOCIO-PROFESSIONAL
INTEGRATION OF YOUNG BENEFICIARIES OF SOCIAL PROTECTION SERVICES

26. Janeta Iuga, postdoctoral researcher, Ionela Toda, MA student, West University of Timișoara, THE ROLE OF PARENTS AS PARTNERS IN EDUCATION
Moderators: Prof. Cornel Sigmirean, PhD, UMFST Târgu Mureș; Assoc. Res. Nicolae Iuga, PhD, „Constantin Rădulescu-Motru” Philosophy Institute, Romanian Academy; Lecturer Fabian Istvan, PhD, UMFST Târgu Mureș

1. Cornel Sigmirean, Prof., PhD, UMFST Târgu Mureș, THE ELITE AND THE BIRTH OF NATIONS FROM SOUTH-EAST EUROPE
2. Nicolae Iuga, Prof., PhD, Associate Researcher, „Constantin Rădulescu-Motru” Philosophy Institute, Romanian Academy, WHAT KIND OF CULTURAL REVOLUTION IS TAKING PLACE IN THE US TODAY?
3. Susana-Monica Tapodi, Prof., PhD, Sapientia Hungarian University of Transylvania, Cluj-Napoca, AUGUSTE DE GERANDO - A CULTURAL LINK IN THE 19TH CENTURY
4. Ștefan Lucian Mureșanu, Prof., PhD, „Hyperion” University of Bucharest, FOR AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE POPULAR CUSTOMS AS A FACTOR OF DEFINING THE IDENTITY OF A NATION
5. Giordano Altarozzi, Assoc. Prof., PhD, UMFST Târgu Mureș, ITALIAN RISORGIMENTO AND CINEMA
6. Viorel Cristian Popa, Assoc. Prof., PhD, Theological Orthodox Faculty „Episcop Dr. Vasile Coman” University of Oradea, CREATION - THE ICON OF DIVINE BEAUTY.THE PARADIGM OF MAN’S RETURN TO GOD
7. Adrian-Claudiu Stoica, Assoc. Prof., PhD, Politehnica University of Bucharest, *PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS WITHIN THE UNITED NATIONS*

8. Oana Elena Gălățeanu, Assoc. Prof., PhD, „Dunărea de Jos” University of Galați, *ASPECTS REGARDING THE TRANSFER OF SENTENCED PEOPLE, ONE OF THE FORMS OF INTERNATIONAL JUDICIAL LEGAL AID IN CRIMINAL MATTERS*

9. Alin-Serafim Ștefănuț, Assoc. Prof., PhD, University of Oradea, *RITUALS, SUPERSTITIONS AND POPULAR BELIEFS IN HARVESTING HEALING PLANTS*

10. Patricia-Dorli Dumescu, Lecturer, PhD, „Victor Babeș” University of Timișoara, *THE (HI)STORIES OF LA NOUVELLE ORLEANS*

11. Elena Andreea Trif-Boia, Lecturer, PhD, „Babeș-Bolyai” University of Cluj-Napoca, *“THE SPANISH LURGY AGAIN”. THE 1927 FLU EPIDEMIC AS REFLECTED IN THE ROMANIAN PRESS FROM TRANSYLVANIA*

12. Fabian Istvan, Lecturer, PhD, UMFST Târgu Mureș, *CELTIC WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT FROM THE TELEKI COLLECTION OF GORNESTI. THE CASE OF THE SILIVAȘ GRAVE*

13. Florian Andrei Vlad, Lecturer, PhD, „Ovidius” University of Constanța, *THE KITCHEN DEBATE AND ITS GEOPOLITICAL CONTEXTS*

14. Ștefan Lifa, Lecturer, PhD, West University of Timișoara, *PERSONALITIES OF THE SPIRITUAL LIFE IN THE LOWER DANUBE AREA AT THE END OF ANTIQUITY*

15. Mădălina Strechie, Senior Lecturer, PhD, University of Craiova, *THE EMOTION AT ROME IN FRONT OF HANNIBAL AS DEScribed BY LIVY*

16. Ionel Chira, Lecturer, PhD, Faculty Orthodox Theology „Episcop Dr. Vasile Coman”, University of Oradea, *THE GEOPOLITICAL, SOCIAL, CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS CONTEXT DURING THE ENTHRONEMENT OF SAINT MARTYR CONSTANTIN BRÂNCOVEANU*
17. Costel Ciulinaru, Lecturer, PhD, „Hyperion” University of Bucharest, THE TIMELINESS OF BASIL THE GREAT’S HELLENISM
18. Diana Chiș-Manolache, Lecturer, PhD, „Carol I” National Defence University, THE VISION OF THE MAIN ENERGY ACTORS ON ENERGY SECURITY
19. Diana Chiș-Manolache, Lecturer, PhD, „Carol I” National Defence University, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS BETWEEN USA AND CHINA - A WORLDWIDE CHALLENGE
20. Ioan Valentin Istrati, Lecturer, PhD, „Ovidius” University of Constanța, THE MARIAN FEASTS OF THE CHURCH – A SYMBOLIC APPROACH
22. Mihaela Bărbieru, Scientific Researcher III, PhD, „C.S. Nicolăescu-Plopșor” Social Humanistic Research Institute, Craiova, PECULIARITIES OF THE LOCAL ELECTIONS IN SEPTEMBER 2020. ANALYSIS ON DOLJ COUNTY
23. Florin Nacu, Scientific Researcher III, PhD, ”CS Nicolăescu-Plopșor” Social Humanistic Research Institute, Craiova, Romanian Academy, THE CULTURAL HERITANCE OF PETRU MAIOR AT 200 YEARS AFTER HIS DEATH (FEBRUARY 14 1821)
24. Virginia Blînda, CS III, Romanian Academy – Institute of South-East European Studies, THE BOOK AS WEAPON OF KNOWLEDGE: LEGISLATIVE APPROACHES IN WALLACHIA (1852)
25. Ioana Ilisei, Assist. PhD., “Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University of Iași, JEAN ALEXANDRE VAILLANT ON THE ROMANIAN PRINCIPALITIES
26. Ionuț Enache, PhD Student, „Dimitrie Cantemir” University of Humanities, PRIEST POPEȘCU GHEORGHE. A VICTIM OF THE COMMUNIST REGIME
27. Constantin Bogoșel, PhD Student, Tehnological Highschool Aurel Persu, MILITARY ELITES IN THE BATTLES IN THE UPPER MUREȘ VALLEY BETWEEN 1916-1918
28. Laurențiu Florin Comănescu, PhD Student, University of Craiova, *THE ROMAN HABITATS AROUND THE ALUTAN LIMES FROM THE SOUTH OF THE CARPATHIANS*

29. Maria Gabriela Voinea, PhD Student, University of Craiova, *THE EDUCATION OF ROMAN ARMY DURING THE PRINCIPATE*

30. Mariana Lăpădat Ene, PhD Student, University of Craiova, *THE WOMEN OF THE ROMAN KINGS*


32. Maria Ruxanda Ursa, PhD Student, „Babeș-Bolyai” University of Cluj-Napoca, *EUROPEAN UNION ENERGY SECTOR BETWEEN SECURITY AND CLIMATE CHANGE IN THE ERA OF DIGITALISATION*

33. Alexandru Vereș, PhD Student, University of Oradea, *SAINT BASIL THE GREAT – TEACHER OF THE YOUNG*

34. Corina–Paula Martinov (Florea), PhD Student, „Ovidius” University of Constanța, *ETHNIC MINORITY EDUCATION AS PART OF MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION*

35. Dănuț Viorel Presură, PhD Student, „1 Decembrie 1918 ” University of Alba Iulia, *RELEVANT DATA REGARDING THE OPERATION OF THE ALBA IULIA PENITENTIARY. BUDGET REQUEST FOR 1927*

36. Ecaterina Puia, PhD Student, UMFST Târgu Mureș, *IDENTITY AND ROMA ALTERITY. FROM SLAVERY TO EMANCIPATION IN THE MODERN ERA*

37. Lăcrămioara Andrei Avasiloaie, PhD Student, „Ștefan cel Mare” University of Suceava, *THE FIRST LIBRARIES IN BUCOVINA (1850-1925)*

38. Mădălina Oprea, PhD Student, „1 Decembrie 1918” University of Alba Iulia, *ASTRA’S CULTURAL ACTION IN TIMOC AND THE SERBIAN BANAT*

39. Mirela Popescu, PhD Student, „Babeș-Bolyai” University of Cluj-Napoca, *THE NOBILITY BALLS FROM BUCHAREST DURING 1881-1914- A METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH*
40. Mirela Topoliceanu, PhD Student, „Babeș-Bolyai” University of Cluj-Napoca, OLGA MAVROCORDAT STURDZA – "FOR THE PEOPLE AND THE COUNTRY"

41. Aranka Pal (Nagy), PhD Student, UMFST Târgu Mureș, THE TRANSYLVANIAN ORIGIN OF THE BRITISH ROYAL FAMILY
SOCIAL SCIENCES – Room: A18

Moderators: Prof. Lucreția Dogaru, PhD, UMFST Târgu Mureș; Prof. Petruța Blaga, PhD, UMFST Târgu Mureș; Assoc. Prof. Anișoara Băbălău, PhD, University of Craiova

1. Liviu-Bogdan Ciucă, Prof., PhD, „Dunărea de Jos“ University of Galați, THE NOTARY PUBLIC BETWEEN THE MEDIEVAL HISTORICAL CONTEXT AND THE MODERN EUROPEAN ONE
2. Lucreția Dogaru, Prof., PhD, UMFST Târgu Mureș, ABOUT THE EUROPEAN UNION BIODIVERSITY STRATEGY
3. Lucreția Dogaru, Prof., PhD, UMFST Târgu Mureș, THE PHENOMENON OF MIGRATION AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
4. Petruța Blaga, Prof., PhD, UMFST Târgu Mureș, TIME MANAGEMENT – AN IMPORTANT ISSUE OF ERGONOMIC ORGANIZATION OF WORK
5. Roxana Ștefănescu, Prof., PhD, „Spiru Haret” University of Bucharest, THEORIES REGARDING THE TYPES OF LEADERS SUPPORTING REVOLUTIONARY CHANGES IN ORGANIZATIONS
7. Aurelian Olimpiu Sabău Pop, Assoc. Prof., PhD, UMFST Târgu Mureș, THE CRIMINAL LEVELS OF INTENT
8. Ciprian-Ionel Alecu, Senior Researcher III, PhD, Romanian Academy – Iași Branch, “Gh. Zane” Institute for Economic and Social Research, THE NUANCED TRIANGULAR EVALUATION OF THE QUALITATIVE VARIABLES IN THE DECISION MAKING
9. Roxana Elena Topor, Assoc. Prof., PhD, „Spiru Haret” University of Constanța, THE FAMILY COUNCIL, IN BETWEEN LAW AND REALITY
10. Anișoara Băbălău, Assoc. Prof., PhD, University of Craiova, ORGANIZATION OF THE MINISTRY OF THE PUBLIC FINANCE


13. Viorel Cristian Popa, Assoc. Prof., PhD, University of Oradea, CREATION – THE ICON OF DIVINE BEAUTY. THE PARADIGM OF MAN’S RETURN TO GOD

14. Teodor Bivol, PhD Student, „Ion Creangă” Chișinău State Pedagogical University, Gabriela Ignat, Assoc. Prof., PhD, „Ion Ionescu de la Brad” University of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary Medicine, Iași, RESEARCH ON COMMUNICATION POLICY BETWEEN MANAGEMENT AND THE AUDIT DEPARTMENT WITHIN AN ORGANIZATION

15. Ingrid Ileana Nicolau, Lecturer, PhD, „Spiru Haret” University of Constanța, HOW TO FIGHT DISCRIMINATION AND INTOLERANCE AGAINST LGBTQI

16. Laurențiu–Florentin Stoienică, Lecturer, PhD, „Artifex” University of Bucharest, PRODUCT POLICY OF THE ROMANIAN PRIVATE HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS

17. Ioan Micle, Lecturer, PhD, „Aurel Vlaicu” University of Arad, COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS BETWEEN THE REGULATION OF THE FAMILY CODE AND THE ONE PROVIDED BY THE NEW CIVIL CODE

18. Niadi-Corina Cernica, Lecturer, PhD, „Ștefan cel Mare” University of Suceava, FORMAL ELEMENTS IN METAPHYSICS OF RAIMUNDUS LULLUS AND BENEDICT SPINOZA

19. Lucica Armanca, Lecturer, PhD, University of Agriculture Sciences and Veterinary Medicine of Cluj-Napoca, TOURISM
CAPITALIZATION OF THE RURAL SPACE IN THE NORTH WEST REGION OF ROMANIA
20. Roxana-Ionela Achiricesei, PhD Student, „Ștefan cel Mare” University of Suceava, PHILOSOPHY AND FILM

RISK FINANCING AND TRANSFER RISK - INSTRUMENTS USED TO REDUCE THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF EXTREME RISK EVENTS
21. Ionela–Daniela Găitan (Botezatu), PhD Student, „Ștefan cel Mare” University of Suceava, RISK FINANCING AND TRANSFER RISK - INSTRUMENTS USED TO REDUCE THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF EXTREME RISK EVENTS

THE BOOK, A SOURCE OF THE RELIGIOUS DISCOURSE
22. Felix Vasile Bicăzan, PhD Student, University of Oradea, THE BOOK, A SOURCE OF THE RELIGIOUS DISCOURSE

A PLUNGE IN URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY
23. Violeta Alina Preda (Hagiu), PhD Student, University of Craiova, A PLUNGE IN URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY

TRANSITION TOWARDS GREEN ECONOMY – AN OPPORTUNITY FOR ROMANIA’S SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
24. Cosmin Viziniuc, PhD Student, Academy of Economic Studies, Bucharest, TRANSITION TOWARDS GREEN ECONOMY – AN OPPORTUNITY FOR ROMANIA’S SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

REINVENTING ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND THE FUTURE ROLE OF THE US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
25. Cristina M. Kassai, PhD Student, „Andrei Rădulescu” Legal Research Institute of Romanian Academy, Bucharest, REINVENTING ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND THE FUTURE ROLE OF THE US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

TRANSITION TOWARDS GREEN ECONOMY – AN OPPORTUNITY FOR ROMANIA’S SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
26. Cristina Mariana Ene (Vasile), PhD Student, Academy of Economic Studies, Bucharest, TRANSITION TOWARDS GREEN ECONOMY – AN OPPORTUNITY FOR ROMANIA’S SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

MORAL VALUES
27. Florentina Cristina Guran Stănciulescu, PhD Student, University of Craiova, MORAL VALUES

THE IDENTITY OF RELIGION IN SOCIETY
28. Gigi Sorin Sasu, PhD Student, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, North University Center of Baia Mare, THE IDENTITY OF RELIGION IN SOCIETY

ELECTORAL PROCESSES DURING PANDEMIC
29. Irina-Maria Silitră, PhD Student, The Police Academy „Alexandru Ioan Cuza”, ELECTORAL PROCESSES DURING PANDEMIC

CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE DIGNITY OF THE CHILD
30. Izabela Bratiloveanu, PhD, University of Craiova, CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE DIGNITY OF THE CHILD
31. Vasilica Mariana Bîgea, PhD Student, Academy of Economic Studies, Bucharest, **TRANSITION TOWARDS GREEN ECONOMY – AN OPPORTUNITY FOR ROMANIA’S SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT**

32. Lenuța-Ioana Grad (Dunca), PhD Student, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, Baia Mare Northern University Center, **ANCIENT GREECE AND THE CONSTRUCTIONS OF UTOPIA**

33. Liliana Melinda Kiss, PhD Student, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, Baia Mare Northern University Center, **THOMAS J.J. ALTIZER: THE RADICAL CONCEPTION OF GOD’S DEATH**

34. Vlad-Ovidiu Cioacă, PhD Student, University of Craiova, **THE STRUCTURE OF THE SOCIAL ECONOMY SECTOR IN ROMANIA. STUDY ON THE EFFECTS OF LAW NO. 219/JULY 23, 2015**

35. Cristina Claudia Coman, PhD Student, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, Baia Mare Northern University Center, **LUCIAN BLAGA – THE MAN AND THE SPACE IN CULTURE**

36. Cosmin Colțun, PhD, „Moise Nicoară” National College, Arad, **MAX WEBER, MODERNITY, PROTESTANT BELIEFS AND INCipient CAPITALISM. A (SOCIO)LOGICAL APPROACH**

37. Corina Ana Borcoși, Scientific researcher II, PhD, „Constantin Brâncuși” University of Târgu Jiu, **LIFE QUALITY MANAGEMENT - IN CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC**

38. Corina Ana Borcoși, Scientific researcher II, PhD, „Constantin Brâncuși” University of Târgu Jiu, **STRESS MANAGEMENT APPLIED IN THE UNIVERSITY ENVIRONMENT - FOR A QUALITY LIFE IN A PANDEMIC**

39. Loredana-Maria Ilin-Grozoiu, Scientific Researcher, PhD, “C. S. Nicolăescu-Plopșor” Institute for Research in Social Studies and Humanities from Craiova, Romanian Academy, **BACTERIOSTATIC AND HEPATOPROTECTIVE PROPERTIES OF THE PHYTOTHERAPEUTIC PRODUCTS, USED IN OLTENIA**

40. Ionela Cecilia Șulea (Butilă), PhD Student, „Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu, **DEVIATIONS FROM THE NORMS OF GOOD CONDUCT IN ACTIVITY OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH,**
TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION PROVIDED BY ART. 2 1 PARA. (2) - (4) OF LAW NO. 206/2004
The conference is organised in partnership by:
“Alpha” Institute for Multicultural Studies
“Gh. Șincai” Institute for Social Sciences and the Humanities
“Dimitrie Cantemir” University of Tîrgu Mureș